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All across America, people are learning to fly. Drones are taking to the skies to help in

search-and-rescue, industry, journalism and hobbies. While drones look like toys, they are anything

but. They require the discipline of a pilot and the legal support of a license. But how do you get

approved to take the controls? John Deans has gone through the paces to get his Federal Aviation

Administration license to fly drones, and his updated second edition will help you understand how

you can get your drone wings. His step-by-step guide identifies the preparation and practice

necessary to earn your license.So while there are thousands of drone pilots emerging in this

exciting field of technology, photography and security, they're still required to undergo strict and

exacting licensing procedures. John Deans provides a comprehensive legal guide to secure your

license and safely operate a drone.
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I've been in business before so I know all the unexpecteds. I'm now exploring drone photography.



John Deans thoroughly covers the drone aspect as well as all of the other considerations of starting

a business! This is a "one-stop shop!" If you're wondering about how to start a business John Deans

walks you through all of the paces. If you're not sure about drone photography, Deans will help you

weigh the options. I'd read this book before purchasing any other book or buying anything for the

business. Sage advice here.

A very good introduction book for those interested in exploring the idea of a drone photography

business. The author is well versed in the do's and dont's of drone photography. The author gives

excellent suggestions and tips many of these tips and suggestions us average drone users would

have never thought about.

Perfect tool to help pass the aviation test.

very helpful for a novice who is trying to learn about drone operation in a commercial way. It was

given to my son for evaluation as a teaching mechanism for an area to consider for a hobby,

recreation, or career orientation.

how to book good read

This book is geared for those who are looking to become a full time 40 hour a week drone

pilot.Some examples are purchasing a vehicle to be able to get you to off road locations, a setup to

charge batteries between jobs, and planning out your day and drive times.If you keep this in mind

when reading the book It will be a help.If you are looking to start a part time drone photography

business, there are other books better suited for that purpose.

If you plan to start in drone business, this is it book, you have to have DJI drone, excellent tips, kitsI

hope John is working in the 3rd edition, this technology is changing very fast, it should include more

social media toolsMany Thanks John

This is the first edition version. It is a very detailed overview of starting a drone business. I highly

recommend it, but encourage you to get the second edition so that you have the most up to date

information. It is obvious that the author has a lot of experience to draw from.
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